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Significant progress has been made uncovering functional brain networks, yet little is known about the corresponding structural covariance
networks. The default network’s functional architecture has been shown to change over the course of healthy and pathological aging. We
examined cross-sectional and longitudinal datasets to reveal the structural covariance of the human default network across the adult lifespan
and through the progression of Alzheimer’s disease (AD). We used a novel approach to identify the structural covariance of the default network
and derive individual participant scores that reflect the covariance pattern in each brain image. A seed-based multivariate analysis was conducted on structural images in the cross-sectional OASIS (N ! 414) and longitudinal Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging Initiative (N ! 434)
datasets.Wereproducedthedistributedtopologyofthedefaultnetwork,basedonaposteriorcingulatecortexseed,consistentwithpriorreports
of this intrinsic connectivity network. Structural covariance of the default network scores declined in healthy and pathological aging. Decline was
greatestintheADcohortandinthosewhoprogressedfrommildcognitiveimpairmenttoAD.Structuralcovarianceofthedefaultnetworkscores
were positively associated with general cognitive status, reduced in APOE!4 carriers versus noncarriers, and associated with CSF biomarkers of
AD. These findings identify the structural covariance of the default network and characterize changes to the network’s gray matter integrity
across the lifespan and through the progression of AD. The findings provide evidence for the large-scale network model of neurodegenerative
disease, in which neurodegeneration spreads through intrinsically connected brain networks in a disease specific manner.

Introduction
A central issue to understanding healthy and pathological aging is
to determine the integrity of the brain’s default network. This
network is characterized by high intrinsic functional connectivity
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between posterior cingulate cortex (PCC), medial prefrontal cortex, inferior parietal lobule, and lateral and medial temporal lobes
(Buckner et al., 2008). The functional integrity of the default
network is reduced in older adults (Hafkemeijer et al., 2012), with
further reductions in Alzheimer’s disease (AD) (Greicius et al.,
2004; Damoiseaux et al., 2012; Hafkemeijer et al., 2012; Sheline
and Raichle, 2013). Functional connectivity within the default
network differs in APOE !4 allele carriers, a risk factor for late-life
pathological changes (Filippini et al., 2009; Sheline et al., 2010).
Age-related functional changes to the default network have been
reliably observed; regions of the network are also susceptible to
AD neuropathology (Buckner et al., 2005; Hafkemeijer et al.,
2012; Sheline and Raichle, 2013). The structural covariance of the
default network, however, remains relatively unexplored.
Structural covariance is observed as interindividual differences in regional brain structure covarying with other brain
structures across the population (Mechelli et al., 2005a;
Alexander-Bloch et al., 2013a). Across individuals, intrinsically
connected functional brain networks, such as the default network, can be topographically represented in the structural patterns of cortical gray matter. Recent evidence suggests that the
structural covariance of the default network is reduced in older
compared with younger adults (Chen et al., 2011; Montembeault
et al., 2012). Atrophy patterns in older adults with AD are consistent with the topology of the default network, as measured
by functional connectivity and structural covariance in young
adults (Seeley et al., 2009). Although this work suggests that
the structural covariance of the default network changes in
healthy aging and AD, the progression of default network
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Table 1. Demographic information from Study 1, OASISa
Healthy adults

Mild dementia

Age group

N

n

Age, yr, mean

Education, mean

Men

Women

n

Age, yr, mean

Education, mean

Men

Women

CDR (0.5/1/2)

#20
20s
30s
40s
50s
60s
70s
80s
"90

18
118
16
31
33
40
83
62
13
414

18
118
16
31
33
25
35
30
8
314

18.56
22.83
33.38
45.58
54.36
64.88
73.37
84.07
91

—
—
—
—
—
15
15.56
14.28
16.86

9
51
11
10
11
7
10
8
1
118

9
67
5
21
22
18
25
22
7
196

0
0
0
0
0
15
48
32
5
100

—
—
—
—
—
66.13
74.42
82.88
92

—
—
—
—
—
14.6
13.86
12.83
13.2

—
—
—
—
—
6
20
13
2
41

—
—
—
—
—
9
28
19
3
59

—
—
—
—
—
12/3/0
32/15/1
22/9/1
4/1/0
70/28/2

a

Summary of participant demographics and dementia status for the OASIS dataset. —, Not applicable. Adapted from: http://www.oasis-brains.org/pdf/oasis_cross-sectional_facts.pdf.

structural change across the adult lifespan and pathological
aging remains unclear.
We introduce a novel seed-based multivariate approach to
identify the structural covariance of the default network and provide unique insights into gray matter changes within this network
in both healthy and pathological aging. In the first study, we
assess age-related changes in a cross-sectional sample, the Open
Access Series of Imaging Studies (OASIS) (Marcus et al., 2007).
Our aim was to isolate the structural covariance of the default
network and to determine changes to the gray matter integrity
within this network across the adult lifespan, and in the context of
mild dementia. A secondary aim was to assess whether default
network gray matter integrity was related to cognitive status. In
Study 2, our primary aim was to determine longitudinal changes
to the structural integrity of the default network in normal cognitive aging, mild cognitive impairment (MCI), and AD. A secondary aim of this study was to determine phenotypic, genotypic,
and biospecimen associations with the integrity of the default
network. To do so, we assessed normal cognitive aging, MCI, and
AD cohorts collected as part of the longitudinal Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging Initiative (ADNI) (Mueller et al., 2005). We
predicted that default network gray matter would decline with
advancing age and the rate of decline would be more rapid in
older adults with neurodegenerative disease. We further predicted that default network gray matter integrity would correlate
with measures of cognitive status, be reduced in APOE !4 allele
carriers versus noncarriers, and be associated with CSF biomarkers of AD.

Materials and Methods
Study 1 OASIS participants and MRI acquisition. OASIS provides brain
imaging data that are freely available for distribution and data analysis.
This dataset consists of a cross-sectional collection of 416 subjects covering the adult lifespan 18 –96 years of age, including individuals with
early-stage dementia. Two subjects (0129, 0198) were excluded because
of preprocessing errors (Study 1: N ! 414, 159 males and 255 females).
All subjects were right-handed and included 100 older adults with mild
dementia defined by a CDR score of "0.5 (Morris, 1993) (Table 1). Years
of education, socioeconomic status, and the Mini-Mental Status Examination (MMSE), a clinical measure of global cognitive status (Folstein et
al., 1975), were also available in "200 subjects (for details, see Marcus et
al., 2007).
For each subject, 3 or 4 individual T1-weighted magnetization prepared rapid gradient echo anatomical scans (TR ! 9.7 ms; TE ! 4.0 ms;
10° flip angle; 1.25 mm isotropic voxels) were acquired with a 1.5T Siemens Vision MRI scanner. For structural covariance analysis, we used the
motion-corrected, coregistered, structural average of the multiple
repetitions provided by OASIS that provide greater signal to noise
(for details, see Marcus et al., 2007). The data are available at
http://www.oasis-brains.org.

Table 2. Demographic information from Study 2, ADNIa
Diagnostic group
N (men, women)
Age, yr (SD)
Education, yr (SD)
Handedness
MMSE
T1
T2
T3

HC

MCInc

MCIc

AD

150 (77, 73)
75.6 (4.9)
15.9 (2.9)
R138, L12

103 (69, 34)
74.6 (6.9)
16.0 (2.8)
R96, L7

84 (52, 32)
74.4 (6.8)
15.7 (3.2)
R78, L6

97 (49, 48)
74.5 (7.3)
14.8 (2.9)
R91, L6

29.2 (0.97)
29.2 (1.13)
29.2 (1.02)

27.6 (1.71)
27.7 (2.53)
27.3 (3.25)

25.9 (2.12)
23.2 (3.04)
21.9 (4.61)

23.1 (1.92)
20.6 (4.58)
18.3 (6.14)

a

Summary of participant demographics for each diagnostic category in the ADNI sample. T1, T2, T3, Time point from
the longitudinal sample.

ADNI participants and MRI acquisition. Neuroimaging, behavioral,
genetic, and biospecimen data were acquired as part of the ADNI, a 5 year
study launched in 2004 by the National Institute on Aging, the National
Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering, the Food and Drug
Administration, private pharmaceutical companies, and nonprofit organizations. The primary goal of ADNI has been to test whether serial MRI,
PET, other biological markers, and clinical and neuropsychological assessment can be combined to measure the progression of MCI and early
AD. Subjects were recruited from 50 sites in the United States and Canada. Written informed consent was obtained from all participants before
protocol-specific procedures were performed. All data acquired as part of
this study are publicly available (http://www.loni.ucla.edu/ADNI/).
For the current study, we selected participants (N ! 434, 247 males
and 187 females; Table 2, downloaded Oct. 5, 2012) for whom a qualitycontrolled T1 image was available for three time points separated by a
minimum of 12 and maximum of 30 months. Participants were divided
into four groups: healthy controls (HC), MCI patients who did not convert (MCInc) to AD, and MCI patients who did convert to AD (MCIc)
and probable AD patients. Critically, we were interested in the structural
covariance of the default network over the transition from MCI to AD.
To this end, we anchored our longitudinal analysis to the scan in which
MCI subjects converted to AD (i.e., conversion in MCIc patients always
occurred at time point 2). We then defined the study window as 12
months (minimum 6 months) before conversion and 12 months (maximum 18 months) after conversion. We replicated this 24 month study
window for the other three cohorts. Normal control subjects who later
converted to MCI or AD with postconversion scans (n ! 10) were excluded to avoid group size disparity. Additionally, MCI subjects who did
not have a scan after conversion were also not included in the study
cohort. A full participant and time point list, including image ID numbers, is available from the authors. Baseline diagnostic status was determined using the MMSE, Wechsler Memory Scale (Logical Memory subtest),
Clinical Dementia Rating (CDR) scores, as well as subjective reports. Probable AD diagnosis was made following NINCDS/ADRDA criteria for probable AD. All information on recruitment and diagnostic criteria for ADNI
may be found on the ADNI website (www.adni-info.org).
Acquisition of 1.5 T MRI data was collected according to a standardized protocol (Jack et al., 2008). The scanning protocol included a high-
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resolution T1-weighted, rapid gradient echo (MP-RAGE) sequence. The
ADNI MRI Core optimized the acquisition parameters of these sequences for each make and model of scanner included in the study.
Sample MP-RAGE acquisition parameters for one such platform (Siemens Magnetom Sonata syngo MR 2004A) are as follows: T1 ! 1000 ms,
TR ! 2400 ms, TE ! minimum, flip angle ! 88, bandwidth 180 Hz/px,
FOV ! 240 mm, matrix size ! 192 $ 192, 60 slices, and slice thickness !
1.2 mm. Data correction procedures as well as image quality control
procedures were performed at a single site (Mayo Clinic). Image data
quality control included inspection of each incoming image file for protocol compliance, clinically significant medical abnormalities, and image
quality. To enhance standardization across sites and platforms of images
acquired in the ADNI study, postacquisition correction of certain image
artifacts was implemented. These include corrections in image geometry
for gradient nonlinearity, corrections for intensity nonuniformity resulting from nonuniform receiver coil sensitivity or other causes (Jack et al.,
2008). Consistent with the formulation of standardized datasets (Wyman et al., 2012), subject scans were included in the current dataset if the
MRI of at least one of the two replicate T1-weighted volumetric sequences passed the quality control process.
MRI data preprocessing. All data were preprocessed in SPM8 using the
diffeomorphic anatomical registration through exponentiated lie algebra
(DARTEL) (Ashburner, 2007) and VBM8 (Kurth et al., 2010) toolboxes.
DARTEL is a high dimensional warping process for registration between
individuals, resulting in sensitive localization for image analysis. In the
preprocessing procedure, anatomical images are segmented into gray
matter, white matter, CSF, bone, and soft tissue. The DARTEL algorithm
then registers tissue segmentations by computing a “flow field,” which is
exponentiated to generate both forward and backward deformations,
iteratively deriving a common, specific template. One template was made
for the OASIS dataset using all subjects. A second template was created
from the ANDI dataset using a subsample of patients, 25 per group, from
time point 2. Gray matter images for all participants were subsequently
normalized to this population template that approximated MNI space.
In VBM8, all images were then subjected to nonlinear modulation that
plotted the absolute amount of brain tissue for each participant, corrected for individual head size. Images were then smoothed with a 8 mm
full-width at half-maximum Gaussian kernel with the resulting voxel size
1.5 mm 3. These preprocessed images were then entered into the seed PLS
structural covariance analysis (see below). Estimated total intracranial
volume (eTIV) was calculated by taking the sum of the gray matter, white
matter, and CSF volumes derived from non-normalized segmented images. Estimated whole-brain volume (eWBV) was calculated as the proportion of the non-normalized gray and white matter volume, divided by
eTIV.
Structural covariance network analysis. The preprocessed structural
neuroimages were analyzed with structural seed PLS (PLSgui version
5.07 run on MATLAB, 2012; MathWorks) (Krishnan et al., 2011). Seed
PLS is a data-driven multivariate statistical technique that reveals structural integrity (e.g., volume of gray matter) across the entire brain that
correlates with the structural integrity in a seed region. The betweensubject correlation matrix of the structural integrity between the seed and
all other brain voxels is decomposed into latent variables (LVs) that can
identify patterns of structural correlation. The advantage of seed PLS is
that decomposition and associated resampling techniques consider all
voxels simultaneously, thus avoiding the problem of multiple statistical
comparisons. Because of its ability to identify brain regions with covarying structural integrity, this technique is methodologically suited to the
investigation of large-scale structural covariance networks. The PCC was
used to determine the structural covariance of the default network. The
PCC, a core hub of the default network (Buckner et al., 2008), MNI
coordinate: %2, %36, 35, was selected for its anatomic specificity in
characterizing the default network using resting state functional connectivity MRI in a manner consistent with macaque structural connectivity
(Margulies et al., 2009; see also Parvizi et al., 2006). Structural integrity in
the PCC was extracted (centered on the coordinate with a neighborhood
of three voxels, 10.5 mm 3 volume) and correlated across participants
with all other brain voxels. PLS was then used to identify patterns of
correlation, referred to here as the structural covariance network. The

significance of the LV was determined by 1000 permutation tests, using
resampling without replacement. Robustness of each voxel’s contribution to the LV was provided by a bootstrap that resampled the data 500
times, with replacement, to estimate the SE of the weight of each voxel on
the LV. A bootstrap ratio, calculated as the ratio of each weight to its SE,
was thresholded to the top 5% of reliable voxels (healthy OASIS adults
only, Study 1: BSR & 7.55; all OASIS adults, Study 1: BSR & 10.34; ADNI,
Study 2, BSR & 11.59), equivalent to p # 10 %8 for display purposes. For
each participant, a composite structural covariance of the default network score (scDN) was calculated and provides an index of how strongly
each participant expresses the entire pattern identified by the LV. This
score is mathematically expressed as the dot product of the gray matter
voxel value in each participant’s normalized segmented image and the
corresponding voxel salience (i.e., weight) in the spatial pattern derived
from the PLS group result image. The resulting scDN value, a single
number, reflects the degree to which the singular structural covariance
pattern was manifest in the participant’s gray matter. The composite
scDN score was used as the primary dependent measure of interest in
subsequent analyses.

Results
Study 1: structural covariance of the default network across
the lifespan and in mild dementia
In a cross-sectional sample of 314 healthy adults (age range
18 –94 years; for demographic information, see Table 1), we assessed the covariance between the PCC and whole-brain patterns
of the gray matter in a VBM seed-based PLS analysis. A significant
and reliable pattern of structural covariance, consistent with the
topology of the default network, was observed ( p # 0.001; Fig. 1).
We found a significant negative association between age and
scDN composite scores, which reflect the degree to which the
covariance pattern was manifest in each participant’s structural
image (i.e., integrity of the participants’ gray matter weighted by
the group structural covariance of the default network map).
scDN scores were significantly lower with increasing age (r(312) !
%0.56, p # 0.001). This association remained when controlling
for gender, eTIV, and eWBV (partial r(309) ! %0.33, p # 0.001).
In a second analysis of the cross-sectional OASIS dataset, we
included all 414 adults, including 100 with mild dementia (Table
1). Here, we identified the structural covariance of the default
network ( p # 0.001; Figs. 2 A, B and 3A). Again, we found a
significant negative association between age and scDN composite
scores (r(412) ! %0.73, p # 0.001; Fig. 2C). This association remained when controlling for gender, eTIV, and eWBV (partial
r(409) ! %0.48, p # 0.001). MMSE performance scores, a clinical
measure of global cognitive status, were available in a subsample
of the OASIS participants (n ! 235). Within this sample, there
was a significant rank correlation between scDN scores and
MMSE performance (#(233) ! 0.53, p # 0.001). This relationship
remained when controlling for age, gender, years of education,
eTIV, and eWBV (partial #(228) ! 0.249, p # 0.001). We next
assessed scDN scores in older adults (age 60' years) without and
with mild dementia, defined by a CDR scale score of "0.5 (Morris, 1993). Compared with normally aging older adults, scDN in
older adults with mild dementia was significantly lower (t(196) !
7.04, p # 0.001, Cohen’s d ! 0.90). This difference in scDN scores
remained when controlling for age, gender, years of education,
eTIV, and eWBV (t(191) ! 4.02, p # 0.001, Cohen’s d ! 0.58).
Study 2: structural covariance of the default network in
normal aging, mild cognitive impairment, and AD
In a longitudinal dataset of older adults collected as part of the
ADNI (for demographic information, see Table 2), we examined
the structural covariance of the default network in four diagnos-
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Figure 1. Structural covariance of the default network in healthy adults. Across healthy OASIS participants, the integrity of posterior cingulate cortex covaries with medial prefrontal cortex, lateral
temporal cortex, angular gyrus, and other regions. Results are thresholded to the top 5% reliable voxels, all exceeding p # 0.001. PLS is performed in a single analytic step; thus, no correction for
multiple comparisons is required (see Materials and Methods).

tic categories at three time points spanning (24 months using
structural seed PLS analysis. In this independent data sample, we
were able to extract a significant pattern of structural covariance
( p # 0.001), consistent with the known topology of the default
network in all groups at all time points (Figs. 2 D, E and 3B).
Differences in composite scDN scores between HC, MCInc,
MCIc, and AD groups, controlling for age, gender, years of education, handedness, eTIV, and eWBV, were examined in a 3 $ 4
repeated measures ANCOVA (all post hoc pairwise comparisons
Bonferroni corrected at $ # 0.05). Collapsing across time points,
significant differences in scDN scores were observed between
groups (F(3,422) ! 52.61, p # 0.001, partial % 2 ! 0.272). HC and
MCInc had higher scDN scores than MCIc and AD participants.
A significant group $ time interaction was also observed (F(6,844) !
18.52, p # 0.001, partial % 2 ! 0.116). Significant decline at each
time point was observed within all four groups; however, the rate
of decline from time point 1 to time point 3 was significantly
greater for the AD and MCIc groups than the HC and MCInc
groups (Fig. 2F ). We also investigated the performance of scDN
as a potential diagnostic biomarker. Sensitivity and specificity
estimates were calculated to discriminate HC from AD and MCI
nonconverters from converters at each time point. For HC versus
AD, optimal sensitivity and specificity estimates were 85% and
63%, respectively, at time 1, 75% and 79%, respectively, at time 2,
and 85% and 75%, respectively, at time 3. Estimates for classifying MCI conversion status were more modest at 88% and 37%,

respectively, for time 1, 56% and 76%, respectively, at time 2, and
66% and 67%, respectively, at time 3.
Next, we examined the association between global cognitive
status measured by MMSE performance and scDN scores. Consistent with Study 1, scDN score was associated with MMSE score
at each time point (time 1, #(432) ! 0.34; time 2, #(432) ! 0.47;
time 3, #(431) ! 0.58; all p values # 0.001). This relationship held
when controlling for age, gender, years of education, handedness,
eTIV, and eWBV (time 1, partial #(426) ! 0.368; time 2, partial
#(426) ! 0.500; time 3, partial #(425) ! 0.608; all p values # 0.001).
These associations held for time points 2 and 3 even when controlling for diagnostic category (time 1, partial #(425) ! 0.063, p #
0.20; time 2, partial #(425) ! 0.194, p # 0.001; time 3, partial #(424) !
0.350, p # 0.001).
We then examined whether differences in scDN scores were
associated with the presence of the APOE !4 allele, a genetic
marker for pathological aging. Differences in composite scDN
scores between APOE !4 noncarriers (n ! 221; HC ! 107,
MCInc ! 56, MCIc ! 28, AD ! 30) versus APOE !4 carriers (n !
213; HC ! 43, MCInc ! 47, MCIc ! 56, AD ! 67), controlling
for age, gender, years of education, handedness, eTIV, and
eWBV, were examined in a 2 $ 3 repeated-measures ANCOVA
(all post hoc pairwise comparisons Bonferroni corrected at $ #
0.05). Collapsing across time points, scDN scores significantly
differed by group (F(1,424) ! 11.80, p # 0.001, partial % 2 ! 0.027).
scDN was significantly higher in APOE !4 noncarriers than in
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Figure 2. Whole-brain structural covariance of the default network. Row 1 represents healthy and dementia participants from the OASIS dataset; Row 2, the ADNI. In both samples, declines are
observed in the structural covariance of the default network scores with age. C, Decline across the lifespan: black represents healthy participants; red represents mild dementia. F, Longitudinal
decline in healthy and pathological aging (where declines are steepest); mean & SE for each diagnostic group at three time points. HC, Healthy older adult control; AD, probable Alzheimer’s disease;
MCInc, mild cognitive impairment, nonconverters to AD; MCIc, mild cognitive impairment, converters to AD; scDN score, composite score for the structural covariance of the default network,
reflecting the degree to which the covariance pattern (A, B, D, E) was manifest in each participant’s structural brain image (see Materials and Methods). For thresholding information, see Figure 1
and Materials and Methods.

carriers of APOE !4 allele. There was also a significant group $
time interaction (F(2,423) ! 13.54, p # 0.001, partial % 2 ! 0.060).
Decline over time was observed in both groups but was greater in
the APOE !4 carriers versus noncarriers. Within the ADNI cohort, APOE !4 carriers are disproportionately represented in the
MCIc and AD groups (& 2(3,434) ! 51.41, p # 0.001). In a more
conservative analysis, we performed the ANCOVA above, with
the additional covariate of diagnostic group, and found a significant group $ time interaction (F(2,846) ! 3.06, p # 0.05, partial
% 2 ! 0.007). Even when controlling for diagnosis, the decline in
scDN was steeper in APOE !4 carriers than noncarriers (Table 3).
Amyloid plaques and neurofibrillary tangles are defining features of AD. Plaques are formed from accumulating extracellular
amyloid ' fibrils of the amyloid-'1– 42 peptide (A'42), whereas
tangles consist of neuronal accumulations of hyperphosphorylated ( filaments. A consensus report on AD biomarkers identified A'42 and total ( (t-() as important CSF-derived markers of
AD (Frank et al., 2003), and their CSF profile was recently confirmed as a signature of conversion from MCI to AD (Shaw et al.,
2009). To investigate the potential relationship between scDN
scores and these known biomarkers of AD, we examined the
association between scDN scores and baseline CSF levels of A'42
and t-( in those participants for whom these markers were available in the ADNI dataset (n ! 245; HC ! 80, MCInc ! 58,
MCIc ! 46, AD ! 61). Reduced CSF levels of A'42 are a marker
of amyloid plaque formation, and we predicted that lower levels
of A'42 would be associated with reduced scDN. ( is released
from dying neurons with (-related neuritic tangles, and we predicted that greater t-( would be associated with lower scDN
scores. At time point 1, there were no significant associations with
A'42 or t-( when controlling for age, gender, education, handedness, eTIV, and eWBV (A'42 partial r(237) ! 0.05, p ! 0.48; t-(
partial r(237) ! %0.12, p ! 0.056). However, consistent with our

predictions, a significant relationship with scDN emerged at time
points 2 and 3 for both A'42 (time 2 partial r(237) ! 0.16, p #
0.05; time 3 partial r(237) ! 0.18; p # 0.01) and t-( (time 2 partial
r(237) ! %0.22, p # 0.001; time 3 partial r(237) ! %0.23, p #
0.001). All associations were in the predicted direction with lower
A'42 and higher t-( both significantly associated with lower
scDN scores (Fig. 4).

Discussion
We identified the structural covariance of the default network
and characterized age-related changes in default network gray
matter. The first study assessed age-related changes from young
to older adults using cross-sectional OASIS data (Marcus et al.,
2007). The second study assessed changes in a range of older
adults from HC to those with MCI and AD using longitudinal
data from the ADNI cohort (Mueller et al., 2005). Our results
show robust and significant decreases in scDN across the lifespan.
These declines are measurable within narrow time frames ((24
months) and occur more rapidly in MCIc and AD. Declines in
scDN, regardless of diagnostic category, are reliably associated
with reduced cognitive status and are more severe in APOE !4
allele carriers. These studies report age-related gray matter loss in
default network regions occurring across the lifespan and longitudinally in the context of healthy and pathological aging. In
applying a common analytical framework to the OASIS and
ADNI datasets, we were able to replicate our cross-sectional
lifespan results in an independent longitudinal dataset. Additionally, we extended the findings to consider phenotypic, genotypic, and biospecimen associations with default network
gray matter integrity.
A principal objective of both studies was to demonstrate that
the structural covariance of the default network was observable
using a seed-based PLS approach, which allows for an investiga-
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Figure 3. Whole-brain axial slices of the structural covariance of the default network. A, Healthy young, middle-aged, and older adults (with and without mild dementia) from Study 1, OASIS. B,
Healthy adults, mild cognitive impairment, and Alzheimer’s disease patients from Study 2, ADNI. For thresholding information, see Figure 1 and Materials and Methods.
Table 3. Structural covariance composite scorea
scDN score
APOE )4 noncarriers
APOE )4 carriers

N

Time 1

Time 2

Time 3

221
213

292 (28)
288 (28)

288 (31)
278 (30)

282 (32)
272 (32)

a

Data are mean & SD by diagnostic group and APOE )4 status.

tion into a priori multivariate patterns. Unlike univariate
approaches that treat each voxel as spatially independent, multivariate approaches examine the interrelationship among voxels
to make inferences about interconnectivity among brain regions
(McIntosh, 1999; Habeck and Stern, 2010). PLS has been widely
used to analyze functional neuroimaging datasets, with seed PLS
being used for functional connectivity analysis (Krishnan et al.,
2011). The studies reported here are the first to use seed PLS to
examine whole-brain structural covariance patterns. The PCC
seed region is a hub of the default network (Buckner et al., 2008)
and is susceptible to structural brain changes associated with
'-amyloid deposition, a neuropathological marker of AD (Oh et

al., 2011). In Studies 1 and 2, the volume of gray matter in PCC
covaried with the voxelwise volume of gray matter in areas
known to comprise the default network (Figs. 1, 2, and 3). These
regions included medial prefrontal cortex, inferior parietal lobule
(angular gyrus), lateral temporal cortex, and inferior frontal
gyrus. This confirmed that we successfully identified the default
network from structural anatomic images. The covariance pattern also extended to insula and aspects of ventral temporal cortex. A strength of the seed PLS method is the derivation of
composite structural covariance network scores. These scores reflect the degree to which the covariance pattern was expressed in
each participant’s brain image and the spatial pattern of default
network gray matter. These scDN scores were then used in subsequent analyses to examine associations with age, disease-state,
cognitive status, APOE !4 status, and CSF biomarkers for AD.
Lifespan changes to brain structures do not occur independently but follow spatially coherent patterns that cluster around
common trajectories, both in early development (Zielinski et al.,
2010; Khundrakpam et al., 2012; Alexander-Bloch et al., 2013b)
and age-related decline (Chen et al., 2011; Zhu et al., 2012). In
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Figure 4. CSF biomarkers of AD and structural covariance of the default network scores.

Study 1, we examined the structural covariance of the default
network over the adult lifespan. Composite scDN scores were
significantly and negatively correlated with age, signaling a reduction in default network gray matter from younger to older
adulthood. Chen et al. (2011) examined structural covariance of
cortical thickness using graph theory and found changes in the
modular organization of brain networks across the lifespan. They
also observed increased bilateral connectivity and reduced connectivity of the default network for the older group compared
with the younger group’s default network module (Chen et al.,
2011). Using the right angular gyrus as a seed, a maxima for

AD-related atrophy (Seeley et al., 2009), univariate regression
analyses have suggested age-related reductions in frontal (Montembeault et al., 2012; Li et al., 2013) and medial parietal (Li et al.,
2013) regions. These studies provide converging evidence across
methods for age-related change in the structural covariance of the
default network. In Study 2, we extended these cross-sectional findings. Using longitudinal data, we showed accelerated gray matter loss
in default network regions in healthy aging older adults. Moreover,
this decline was observable in participants over a relatively brief period of (24 months. This provides a novel demonstration of decline
occurring rapidly in healthy aging adults.
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Both studies demonstrate that cognitive decline and dementia
are associated with greater and more rapid reductions in default
network gray matter. These findings are consistent with a
transneuronal spread model of neurodegeneration in which neuropathology progresses through intrinsically connected brain
networks in a disease-specific manner (Seeley et al., 2009; Zhou et
al., 2012). Changes in structural covariance in large-scale brain
networks, including posterior aspects of the default network,
have been reported in patients with MCI; those who progressed
to AD had more pronounced reductions (Carmichael et al.,
2013). Graph analytic methods have revealed reduced modular
and small-world network architecture in MCI and AD. These
methods have identified relative increases in local connectivity
and decreases in long-range connections in large-scale cortical
networks, including the default network, suggesting more segregated and less integrated connectivity relative to healthy older
adults (He et al., 2008; Desikan et al., 2010; Yao et al., 2010). The
decline in default network gray matter we observed may be the
result of the insidious progression of neuropathology (Braak and
Braak, 1991) through the network over time. The longitudinal
scDN changes reported in Study 2 provide support for this explanation. Although scDN declined across all diagnostic categories,
the rate of decline was significantly faster in AD and MCIc cohorts. Importantly, MCInc and MCIc, who were clinically indistinguishable at intake, showed significant differences in scDN. As
a potential diagnostic biomarker, scDN reliably discriminated
HC from AD as well as MCI nonconverters from converters.
Sensitivity and specificity estimates and overall classification accuracies were equivalent to recent reports comparing the diagnostic sensitivity and specificity of MRI and CSF biomarkers in
the ADNI cohort (Prestia et al., 2013; Walhovd et al., 2010). scDN
may represent a new avenue for deriving a clinically relevant
biomarker signaling the transition from healthy to pathological
aging.
In both studies, scDN composite scores were significantly and
positively correlated with performance on the MMSE, a widely
used clinical measure of global cognitive status. The composition
of the MMSE is weighted toward episodic memory functioning,
which is particularly vulnerable in AD (Bäckman et al., 2001) and
mediated by regions of the default network (Greicius et al., 2003).
These associations persisted when controlling for other explanatory factors, such as age, whole-brain volume, and clinical diagnosis, suggesting that the integrity of the default network is
behaviorally meaningful (e.g., Spreng, 2012). We also observed a
relationship between scDN and APOE !4 allele status, a genetic
marker for increased '-amyloid deposition (Vemuri et al., 2010)
and late-onset AD (Saunders et al., 1993). Increased functional
connectivity in the default network has been observed in young
adult APOE !4 allele carriers (Filippini et al., 2009). Increased
metabolic activity in the default network may lead to greater
amyloid deposition, neuropathological changes, and reduced intrinsic connectivity later in life (Buckner et al., 2005; Machulda et
al., 2011). This is consistent with our findings of reduced scDN in
APOE !4 allele carriers relative to noncarriers. Two CSF biomarkers, A'42 and total (, are important predictors of conversion from MCI to AD (Shaw et al., 2009). Baseline levels of A'42
and total ( were correlated with scDN (Fig. 4). Moreover, the
magnitude of the association increased over time, signaling that
the trajectory of structural decline may be predicted by the presence of AD-related protein biomarkers. Together, these data suggest that the structural covariance of the default network may
provide a neural bridge linking genetic risk factors to clinical,
behavioral, and functional network features of AD.
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Overall, these studies are the first to present a comprehensive
picture of the structural covariance of the default network in
healthy and pathological aging. We showed that the structural
integrity of the default network is reduced across the adult lifespan. Furthermore, we found that scDN scores declined more
rapidly in MCIc and AD than for HC and MCInc groups. Although the MCInc and MCIc groups were clinically similar at
enrollment, scDN scores distinguished the groups before conversion. scDN scores also showed sensitivity and specificity in a diagnostic classification between HC and AD cohorts as well as
between stable MCI and MCI converters. In addition to determining scDN changes with healthy and pathological aging, we
also discovered phenotypic, genotypic, and CSF biomarkers for
AD associations with the scDN score. The large sample sizes provided by the OASIS and ADNI datasets, and the replicability of
our findings across these two independent cohorts, strengthen
confidence in the reliability of these results. The present findings
raise the possibility that structural brain changes, measured at the
level of whole-brain networks, could provide an important
marker of neurodegeneration.
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